Abstract. We establish an explicit bijection between the toric degenerations of the Grassmannian Gr(2, n) arising from maximal cones in tropical Grassmannians and the ones coming from plabic graphs corresponding to Gr(2, n). We show that a similar statement does not hold for Gr(3, 6).
Introduction
Toric degenerations provide a useful tool to study algebraic varieties. In [RW] , Rietsch and Williams associate a polytope to a plabic (plane bicolored) graph whose associated toric variety provides in many cases a toric degeneration of a Grassmannian. The goal of this paper is comparing these toric degenerations to the toric degenerations corresponding to maximal cones of the tropical Grassmannian in the case Gr(2, n) and Gr(3, 6) .
Consider the Grassmannian Gr(k, n) embedded in the projective space P( k C n ) via the Plücker embedding. The tropical Grassmannian Trop(Gr(k, n)) parametrizes initial ideals of the Plücker ideal I k,n that are monomial free. More precisely, it is the subfan of the Gröbner fan consisting of weight vectors w such that the initial ideal of the Plücker ideal with respect to w does not contain a monomial. Speyer and Sturmfels [SS] uncovered a beautiful combinatorial structure of the tropical Grassmannian Trop(Gr(2, n)). In particular, they show that the maximal cones of Trop(Gr(2, n)) are parametrized by labelled trivalent trees on n leaves. A similar such description is not known for Trop(Gr(k, n)) in general.
However, some points on the tropical Grassmannian can be understood through cluster algebra techniques. Inspired by [RW] we associate to a plabic graph a weight vector using Postnikov's flow model [Pos] , see Definition 3.4. We show that for Gr(2, n) and Gr(3, 6) , these weight vectors lie in the tropical Grassmannian. It would be interesting to see whether weight vectors associated to a plabic graph lie in the tropical Grassmannian in general.
Theorem. Consider the bijection of labelled trivalent trees on n leaves with plabic graphs corresponding to Gr(2, n) via labelled triangulations of the n-gon, as constructed in [KW] . Under this bijection, the associated initial ideals coincide.
In Section 7, we see that a similar statement does not necessarily hold for k ≥ 3. Indeed, comparing the weight vectors we get from the plabic graphs for Gr(3, 6) with Trop(Gr(3, 6) ) as studied in [SS] , we see that some maximal cones of Trop(Gr(3, 6)) do not contain any weight vector associated to a plabic graph. From the cluster algebra point of view, this is not surprising, as for Gr(2, n), all cluster seeds can be obtained via plabic graphs, which is not necessarily the case when k ≥ 3 [Sco] . Note that Trop(Gr(3, 6) ) cannot even be fully described using all cluster seeds, see [BCL] .
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The (tropical) Grassmannian
Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the Grassmannian Gr(k, n) is the set of k-dimensional subspaces in C n . The projective variety structure on Gr(k, n) is given by the Plücker embedding Gr(k, n)
. Let e 1 , . . . , e n be the standard basis of C n . For
is generated by the Plücker relations, see for example [LB, Definition 5.2 .2] for details.
When k = 2, the Plücker coordinates are {P ij | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. The defining ideal of Gr(2, n) is generated by the following Plücker relations: for 1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ n,
, where u ∈ N N , and a weight vector w ∈ R N , we let in w (f ) = a u x u , where the sum is over those u for which u, w ∈ R is minimal. For an ideal I ⊂ C[x 1 , . . . , x N ], we let in w (I) = {in w (f ) | f ∈ I}. By [E, Theorem 15.17] , there exists a flat family over A 1 whose fiber over t = 0 is isomorphic to V (I) and whose fiber over t = 0 is isomorphic to V (in w (I)).
The tropical Grassmannian Trop(Gr(k, n)) is the set of weight vectors w ∈ R ( n k ) such that in w (I k,n ) does not contain a monomial. It is a fan of dimension k(n − k). See [SS] and [MS] for more information.
Plabic graphs
We will review the definition of plabic graphs due to Postnikov [Pos] . This section is closely oriented towards Rietsch and Williams [RW] . Definition 3.1. A plabic graph G is a planar bicolored graph embedded in a disk. It has n boundary vertices numbered 1, . . . , n in a counterclockwise order. Boundary vertices lie on the boundary of the disk and are not colored. Additionally there are internal vertices colored black or white. Each boundary vertex is adjacent to a single internal vertex. For our purposes we will assume that plabic graphs are connected and that every leaf of a plabic graph is a boundary vertex. We first introduce four local moves on plabic graphs.
(M1) If a plabic graph contains a square of four internal vertices of opposite colors, each of which is trivalent, then the colors can be swapped. So every black vertex in the square becomes white and every white vertex becomes black. We define the equivalence class of a plabic graph G to be the set of all plabic graphs that can be obtained from G by applying (M1)-(M3). If in the equivalence class there is no graph to which (R) can be applied, we say G is reduced. From now on we will only consider reduced plabic graphs.
Definition 3.2. Let G be a reduced plabic graph with boundary vertices v 1 , . . . , v n labelled in a counterclockwise order. We define the trip permutation π G as follows. We start at a boundary vertex v i and form a path along the edges of G by turning maximally right at an internal black vertex and maximally left at an internal white vertex. We end up at a boundary vertex v π(i) and define π G = (π(1), . . . , π(n)).
Note that plabic graphs in one equivalence class have the same trip permutation. Further, it was proven by Postnikov in [Pos, Theorem 13.4 ] that plabic graphs with the same trip permutation are connected by moves (M1)-(M3) and are therefore equivalent. Let π k,n = (n − k + 1, n − k + 2, . . . , n, 1, 2, . . . , n − k). From now on we will focus on plabic graphs G with trip permutation π G = π k,n . Each path v i to v π k,n (i) defined above, divides the disk into two regions. We label every face in the region to the left of the path by i. After repeating this for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, all faces have a labelling by an (n − k)-element subset of {1, . . . , n}. We denote by P G the set of all such subsets for a fixed plabic graph G.
A face of a plabic graph is called internal, if it does not intersect with the boundary of the disk. Other faces are called boundary faces.
Following [RW] it is necessary to define an orientation on a plabic graph. This is the first step in establishing the flow model, which associates to each plabic graph a polytope. We will use these combinatorics to define plabic degrees on the Plücker coordinates.
Definition 3.3. An orientation O of a plabic graph G is called perfect, if every internal white vertex has exactly one incoming arrow and every internal black vertex has exactly one outgoing arrow. The set of boundary vertices that are sources is called source set and is denoted by I O .
Postnikov showed in [Pos] that every reduced plabic graph with trip permutation π k,n has a source set of order n − k. See Figure 6 for a plabic graph with trip permutation π 3,5 . Given a perfect orientation O on G, every directed path from a boundary vertex in the source set to a boundary vertex that is a sink, divides the disk in two parts.
The degree of such a directed path is defined to be the number of internal faces to the left of the path. For a set of boundary vertices J with | J |=| I O |, we define a J-flow to be a collection of self-avoiding, vertex disjoint directed paths with sources I O − (J ∩ I O ) and sinks J − (J ∩ I O ). The degree of a J-flow is the sum of the degrees of its paths. Let F J be the set of all J-flows.
Definition 3.4. For a subset J = {i 1 < . . . < i k } of {1, 2, . . . , n}, and a plabic graph G, the plabic degree of the Plücker coordinate P J , denoted by deg G (P J ), is defined to be the minimum of degrees of flows in F J .
Note that this gives rise to a weight vector for the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmannian in the Plücker embedding.
Remark 3.5. By [RW, Remark 3.9] , the plabic degree is independent of the choice of the perfect orientation.
Since the boundary faces are the same for all J-flows, the following proposition is due to [RW, Remark 6.4] .
Proposition 3.6. There is a unique J-flow with degree equals to deg P P J .
Example 3.7. Consider the plabic graph G from Figure 6 . The source set is I O = {1, 2}. There are two flows from J = {1, 4} to I O . One has faces labelled by {2, 3}, {1, 2} and {1, 5} to the left and the other has faces {2, 3}, {1, 3}, {1, 2} and {1, 5} to the left. The first flow has degree 0 and the second one has degree 1, hence the plabic degree of P 14 is 0. The plabic degrees of all Plücker coordinates are listed below:
Degrees and Main Theorem
4.1. Triangulations of the n-gon. For n ≥ 4, let G n be an n-gon whose vertices are labelled by 1, 2, . . . , n in the counterclockwise order. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, let (i, j) be the edge or the diagonal connecting the vertices i and j.
Let ∆ = ∆ e ∪ ∆ d be a triangulation of the n-gon G n . We define
. . , (a n−3 , b n−3 )} as the set of diagonals and
the set of edges.
A-degree and tree degree.
A labelled tree is a rooted trivalent tree on n leaves with root 1 and the other leaves labelled counterclockwise with 2, . . . , n. Each triangulation ∆ of the n-gon G n gives such a labelled tree T ∆ in the following way:
(1) Draw a vertex for any triangle of the triangulation (the inner vertices of the tree). (2) For two adjacent triangles, draw an edge connecting the two vertices. (3) For any boundary edge (i, i + 1) (mod n) of the n-gon draw a vertex labelled i + 1 (the leaves of the tree). (4) Draw an edge connecting the vertex i with the vertex corresponding to the unique triangle having the edge (i, i + 1). We denote the resulting labelled tree by T ∆ . See Figure 7 for an example of the algorithm.
For a Plücker coordinate P ij , the tree degree deg T ∆ (P ij ) is defined to be the number of internal edges between leaves i and j (internal edges are those connecting trivalent vertices of the tree). The tree degree admits an alternative description in terms of the corresponding triangulation as follows.
We will adopt the following notations on cyclic intervals: i, i = {i} and for
The A-degree on Plücker coordinates is defined for i < j as
By definition the following proposition holds.
Definition 4.2. A diagonal (a, b) in the triangulation ∆ is called connecting p, q and s, t , if a ∈ p, q and b ∈ s, t or vice versa. The number of such diagonals will be denoted by C s,t p,q and called connection number. Using this notation, the A-degree on the Plücker coordinates can be written as:
i,j−1 . This alternative description gives us the following:
(1) a ij + a kl = a ik + a jl if and only if C l,i−1 j,k−1 = 0; when this is the case, a ij + a kl > a il + a jk . (2) a il + a jk = a ik + a jl if and only if C k,l−1 i,j−1 = 0; when this is the case, a ij + a kl < a il + a jk .
We postpone the proof of the proposition to Section 5.
4.3. X-degree and plabic degree. Kodama and Williams [KW] associate to a triangulation ∆ a plabic graph G ∆ as follows.
(i) Put a black vertex in the interior of each triangle in ∆ and connect it to the three vertices of that triangle. (ii) Color vertices of G n which are incident to a diagonal of ∆ in white; color the remaining vertices of G n in black. (iii) Erase the edges of ∆, and contract every pair of adjacent vertices which have the same color. This produces a new graph G ∆ n with n boundary vertices, in bijection with the vertices of the original n-gon G n . (iv) Add one ray to each of the boundary vertices of G ∆ n such that they do not intersect. Using the same boundary labelling of the n-gon, the result is a plabic graph, which will be denoted by G ∆ . We call G ∆ n the plabic n-gon associated to the triangulation ∆. Boundary vertices of G ∆ n are colored by black or white. We fix a perfect orientation on G ∆ such that the source set is {1, 2}. Recall the definition of plabic degree.
The plabic degree also has an alternative description in terms of the corresponding triangulation as follows.
For a fixed triangulation ∆ = {(a 1 , b 1 ), (a 2 , b 2 ), . . . , (a n−3 , b n−3 )} of G n the Xdegrees x ij := deg X (P ij ) of the Plücker coordinates are defined by
The proof is again postponed to Section 5. The X-degrees, and hence the plabic degrees, satisfy the following relations.
(2) x il + x jk = x ik + x jl if and only if C k,l−1 i,j−1 = 0; when this is the case,
The proof can be found in Section 5.
4.4. Main theorem. Let ∆ = ∆ d ∪ ∆ e be a triangulation of G n and let T ∆ be the labelled tree corresponding to ∆. The tree degrees of the Plücker coordinates deg T ∆ (P ij ) give rise to a weight vector w T ∆ and we let I T ∆ = in −w T ∆ (I 2,n ). Similarly, we call w P the weight vector associated to a plabic graph P in Definition 3.4 and let
We can now give a proof of the theorem in the introduction, restated in the notation introduced in the previous paragraph.
Theorem 4.6. For a given triangulation ∆ of G n , the ideals I T ∆ and I G ∆ are the same.
Proof. First note that by the definition of a triangulation, C l,i−1 j,k−1 = 0 if and only if C k,l−1 i,j−1 = 0. So Proposition 4.5 implies that for 1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ n, the maximum of the numbers −x ij − x kl , −x ik − x jl , −x il − x jk is attained exactly twice. Thus, the metric on {1, 2, . . . , n} defined by −x ij satisfies the four-point condition of Lemma [MS, Lemma 4.3.6] and is therefore a tree metric as defined on [MS, page 171] . Then Theorem 4.6 and Theorem [MS, Theorem 4.3.5] imply that the weight vector associated to G ∆ lies in Trop(Gr(2, n)). Moreover, it follows from the second proof of [MS, Theorem 4.3.5, page 177] that in w G ∆ (I 2,n ) is generated by the initial terms of the Plücker relations with respect to w G ∆ . Similarly, w T ∆ defines a tree metric by definition and thus, −w T ∆ ∈ Trop(Gr(2, n)), and in −w T ∆ (I 2,n ) is generated by the initial terms of the Plücker relations with respect to −w T ∆ . By Propositions 4.1 and 4.5, these initial terms agree, and the statement follows.
Remark 4.7. It has been shown in [SS] that the family obtained from any tree degree is a flat toric degeneration of Gr(2, n). By the theorem, this statement is also true for the families defined by plabic degrees.
Remark 4.8. Fix a plabic graph G with trip permutation π n−2,n . Let X 1 be the toric variety associated to the above binomial ideal. There is another recipe to produce a polytope P from Gr(2, n) via Newton-Okounkov bodies associated to the positive chart arising from the plabic graph G ( [RW] ). By a general result of Anderson [A] , there exists a toric degeneration of Gr(2, n) to the toric variety X 2 associated to the polytope P . These two toric varieties X 1 and X 2 coincide.
Remark 4.9. Let A be the homogeneous coordinate ring of Gr(2, n) and let ν : A \ {0} → Z 2(n−2) be a full rank valuation (i.e., the rank of the lattice generated by ν(A) is 2(n − 2)). Then a subset B ⊂ A is a Khovanskii basis for ν, if ν(B) generates ν(A\{0}) as a semigroup (see, for example, [KM, Definition 1] ). In the proof of Theorem 4.6 we have shown that for any triangulation ∆ of G n the weight vector w G ∆ lies in a maximal cone of the tropical Grassmannian. By [SS, Corollary 4.4] , these cones are all prime, and we hence deduce from [KM, Theorem 1] that there exists a full rank valuation v w G ∆ (cf. [KM, Proposition 5 .1]) such that the Plücker coordinates are a Khovanskii basis for (A, v w G ∆ ). On the other hand, for any reduced plabic graph G of trip permutation π n−2,n , Rietsch and Williams [RW] constructed an explicit full rank valuation ν G (which not only counts the degree of each flow but also keeps track of which faces in the plabic graph contribute to the degree). It is possible to show that the initial ideal associated to ν G coincides with in w G ∆ (I 2,n ), so that the set of Plücker coordinates is a Khovanskii basis for ν G and that ν G is a subductive valuation (see, for example, [KM, Definition 3] ). Lemma 5.1. Suppose that 1 ≤ p, q, s, t ≤ n, the following statements hold.
(1) C
By (4.1) and Lemma 5.1 (2), a ij + a kl equals
Notice that in a triangulation, C 
These computations prove the proposition in this case. (b) When i = 1 < 2 < j < k < l ≤ n, we have:
2,j−1 . Again by Lemma 5.1, subtracting (5.4) from (5.5) gives
and subtracting (5.6) from (5.5) gives
(c) When i = 2 < j < k < l ≤ n, the proof is similar. (d) When i = 1 < j = 2 < k < l ≤ n, we have:
It is then easy to deduce the corresponding statement in the proposition. 
By straightforward computations, Theorem 4.6 holds in this case.
Proof of Theorem 4.6.
The proof of the theorem will be executed by induction on n. The case n = 4 contains only two different triangulations and can be verified directly.
We suppose from now on n ≥ 5. First notice that there exists at least two black boundary vertices in the plabic n-gon G ∆ n and vertices 1 and 2 can not be both black vertices. In fact, all neighbors of a black vertex are white vertices. Let s be the black vertex different from 1 and 2 such that there is no black vertex in s + 1, n . Then s − 1, s + 1, . . . , n are all white vertices and (s − 1, s + 1) ∈ ∆ d .
Lemma 5.3 (Sector lemma). If (s
Proof. Let q ∈ s + 2, p − 1 be the smallest integer such that (s − 1, q) / ∈ ∆ d . In this case, there exists a diagonal (q, r) for some r ∈ q + 1, p − 1 . This is not possible since otherwise there must be at least one black vertex in q + 1, r − 1 . Proof. When s = 3, there are only two black vertices 1 and 3 in the plabic n-gon, which implies that (2, 4), (2, n) ∈ ∆ d . By the Sector Lemma, for any r ∈ 5, n − 1 , (2, r) ∈ ∆ d .
According to the corollary, if s = 3, by Proposition 5.2, Theorem 4.6 holds. In the following discussion, we suppose that s = 3. The following lemma explains the local orientation on the square containing s − 1, s, s + 1 in the plabic graph G ∆ , see Figure 9 . In the plabic graph G ∆ , we will use 1, 2, . . . , n to denote the internal vertices connected to boundary vertices 1, 2, . . . , n.
First note that, as s is a boundary black vertex, it has already one edge going out in the plabic graph G ∆ . Hence the edges in G ∆ connecting s − 1 and s + 1 to s have orientations pointing towards s.
Suppose that the theorem holds for any triangulation of the (n − 1)-gon. Let G n be the (n − 1)-gon obtained from G n by cutting along the diagonal connecting s − 1 and s + 1. The triangulation ∆ of G n induces a triangulation ∆ = ∆ d ∪ ∆ e of G n where
We can associate to G n and ∆ a plabic (n − 1)-gon G ∆ n and a plabic graph G ∆ . For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and i, j = s, we denote deg G ∆ (P ij ) and deg X (P ij ) the corresponding degrees with respect to G ∆ and ∆. If one of i and j equals s, we set these degrees to be zero. The connection numbers for ∆ will be denoted by C r,s p,q . For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we denote
By induction hypothesis, to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, v ij = w ij .
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose 2 < i < s and s < j ≤ n. The face of G ∆ corresponding to the diagonal (s − 1, s + 1) ∈ ∆ d is to the left of any directed path from 1 or 2 to i, and to the right of any directed path from 1 or 2 to j.
Proof. If there exists a directed path from 1 or 2 to j such that this face is to the left of the path, then it passes through the vertex s. This is not possible, since all arrows at s not connecting to the boundary go towards s.
The proof of the statement on i is similar.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving that deg G ∆ (P ij ) = deg X (P ij ) for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. There are several cases to be analysed:
(i) i = 1 < j < s. By Lemma 5.5, we have w 1j = 1 and
(ii) i = 1 < s < j ≤ n. By Lemma 5.5, we have w 1j = 0 and a similar argument as above shows that v 1j = 0.
We need to show that deg G ∆ (P 1s ) = deg X (P 1s ). Notice that a directed path from 2 to s must pass through either s − 1 or s + 1. Since there always exists a directed path from 2 to s + 1, by minimality, we have deg G ∆ (P 1s ) = deg G ∆ (P 1,s+1 ). On the other hand, since there is no diagonal meeting s, we have C (P 1,s+1 ). Now the claim follows from the case s < j = s + 1 ≤ n. (iv) 1 = i < j = s = n. In this case, a directed path from 2 to s must pass through s−1 = n−1, since it cannot pass through 1. Therefore deg
n,1 = 0 and C n−1,n−1 1,1 = C n−1,1 n−1,1 . We can hence apply Lemma 5.1 (2) and obtain
This(ese) case(s) can be examined in a similar manner as the corresponding cases for i = 1. (vi) i = 2 < s + 1 ≤ j . The proof of this case is similar to the proof of Case (i).
Nevertheless, we will repeat the argument since this case will be applied to prove Case (xii): by Lemma 5.5, we have w 2j = 0. On the other hand,
j,i−1 ). Since i = s, the second bracket gives zero. The first bracket gives 1, as the diagonal (s − 1, s + 1) is no longer in ∆. (viii) 2 < s < i < j . By Lemma 5.5, w ij = 0. A similar argument as above shows v ij = 0. (ix) 2 < i < j < s. By Lemma 5.5, w ij = 2. A similar argument as above shows v ij = 2. (x) 2 < i = s < j = s + 1 . We consider directed paths from 1 to s+1 and from 2 to s. since the vertex s + 1 is occupied, to reach the vertex s, the path from 2 to s is forced to go through s − 1, which shows deg there is no diagonal touching s, the connection number C s,s s−1,s−1 is zero and the statement follows.
To compute these degrees, we have to consider directed paths from 1 to j and from 2 to s. Note that the path of smallest degree from 1 to j will be the same for both calculations. Now consider paths from 2 to s or s + 1. As all edges in G ∆ meeting s + 1 connect to black vertices, there is a unique black vertex v such that the edge connecting v and s + 1 goes towards s + 1. See Figure 9 for an example. Let (p, q, s + 1) be the triangle in ∆ corresponding to v and assume that p < q. then p ≤ s − 1. Since v has an outgoing edge to s + 1, the edge between p and v is directed from p to v. Thus the plabic graph has a path p → v → s + 1 and as p and s + 1 are boundary vertices, and s + 1 can only have one incoming vertex, every path from 2 to s or s + 1 has to pass through p. Note that the path of lowest degree must end with p → v → s + 1 → s, so the claim follows.
By Case (viii), deg G ∆ (P s+1,j ) = deg X (P s+1,j ), hence it suffices to show that deg X (P sj ) = deg X (P s+1,j ). Their difference is given by: implies that only the path from 2 to i contributes to the plabic degree of P in and hence deg G ∆ (P in ) = deg G ∆ (P 1i ). On the other hand, deg X (P 1i ) = C coincide. To conclude we hence have to show that deg X (P 1i ) = deg G ∆ (P 1i ), but this has been dealt with in Case (i).
Mutations
In this section, we describe how the binomial ideals are changed with respect to mutations. For a triangulation of the n-gon, the mutation at a vertex is well-known. We translate this notion of mutation to mutations of rooted trees as follows: Let ∆ be a triangulation of the n-gon G n and T ∆ the associated labelled tree. Recall that T ∆ is a rooted tree with root corresponding to the leaf labelled by 1 and counterclockwise labelling of the leaves 1, 2, . . . , n. Then T ∆ can be seen as a directed graph, where an edge a − b gets an orientation a −→ b, if the distance of a to 1 is less than the distance of b to 1.
Let a be an internal vertex of T ∆ and a −→ b, a −→ c be the adjacent edges. We say c is the left child of a and b is the right child of a if the labels of the leaves reachable by a directed path (with respect to orientation) from b are smaller than those reachable from c, having in mind that leaves are labelled counterclockwise by 1, · · · , n (see Figure 11 ). Definition 6.1. Let a −→ b be an inner edge of T ∆ and b be the right child of a. We further denote c the left child of a, d the right child of b and e the left child of b (see Figure 11) . The rooted tree (a → b)T ∆ is the tree obtained from T ∆ by defining d to be the right child of a, b to be the left child of a, c to be the left child of b and e to be the right child of b. All other edges of the graph remain the same and also the labelling remains the same.
Remark 6.2. This mutation coincides with the one introduced by Buczynska and Wisniewski in [BW] for more general phylogenetic trees. Figure 11 . Mutation on trees 
Lemma 6.4. Given two arbitrary trees T ∆ ad T ∆ ′ , then there is a sequence of mutations on inner edges transforming
Proof. This is true for the triangulations ∆ and ∆ ′ on the n-gon G n and hence by Remark 6.3 for the labelled trees T ∆ and T ∆ ′ .
Recall the tree degree deg T ∆ (P ij ) of a Plücker coordinate as the number of internal edges between the leaves i < j in the tree T ∆ . For a fixed triangulation ∆ we denote the ideal generated by all these binomial relations I T ∆ (recall that one obtains the same ideal by using the plabic degree). We want to study how this ideal is changed under mutation.
Let a −→ b be an inner edge of T ∆ , and we keep the same notations as in Figure 11 with c, d, e. We decompose the leaves of T ∆ with respect to the fixed inner edge:
• A is the set of all leaves i ≤ a.
• D is the set of all leaves i ≥ d.
• E is the set of all leaves i ≥ e.
• C is the set of all leaves i ≥ c. Here x ≤ y, if there is a directed path in T ∆ from x to y. Again, we denote the triangulation obtained by mutating at a −→ b by ∆ ′ .
Theorem 6.5. Let ∆ be a triangulation of the n-gon G n , a −→ b be an inner edge, ∆ ′ the triangulation obtained from ∆ by mutating at this edge and 1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ n. The degenerate Plücker relation in the indices i, j, k, l is the same for I T ∆ and I T ′ ∆ if and only if {i, j, k, l} ∩ Y = ∅ for at least one subset Y ∈ {A, D, E, C}, otherwise, if i ∈ A, j ∈ D, k ∈ E, l ∈ C, P ij P kl − P ik P jl ∈ I T ∆ and P il P jk − P ik P jl ∈ I T ∆ ′ .
Proof. Let a −→ b an inner edge and we adopt the notation of Figure 11 . Let i ∈ A, j ∈ C, k ∈ E, l ∈ D be leaves and denote
• the number of inner edges between i and a by a, • the number of inner edges between j and d by d, • the number of inner edges between k and e by e, • the number of inner edges between l and c by c.
The if -statement of the theorem, namely the binomial relation is changed if the leaves are in pairwise distinct regions, follows from here since
Now suppose that there is a subset Y such that {i, j, k, l} ∩ Y = ∅. We have to consider several cases here, but here we will present the case Y = A and {i, j, k, l}∩C = {k, l} only. The other cases are similar.
Let c ′ be the first common parent of k and l in C. And let j ∈ E and i ∈ D, then we denote
• the number of inner edges between i and d by d.
• the number of inner edges between j and e by e, • the number of inner edges between k and c ′ by h, • the number of inner edges between l and c ′ by f , • the number of inner edges between a and c ′ by c.
(note, that c is the distance between a and c ′ in T ∆ and not in T ∆ ′ ). So we see that in both cases deg T ∆ (P ij P kl ) < deg T ∆ (P ik P jl ) = deg T ∆ (P il P jk ), deg T ∆ ′ (P ij P kl ) < deg T ∆ ′ (P ik P jl ) = deg T ∆ ′ (P il P jk ).
Therefore the binomial relation is invariant under mutation.
Remark 6.6. For every inner edge a −→ b, it is always possible to find leaves i, j, k, l which are in pairwise distinct regions. This implies that there is no tree T ∆ such that I T ∆ is invariant under any mutation on ∆.
Remark 6.7. Mutations on the plabic graphs ( [Pos, RW] ) provide mutations on the plabic degrees, hence mutations on the binomial ideals obtained by considering plabic degrees. On the level of ideals, these mutations coincide with those coming from the tree mutations introduced in this section. This can be verified by combining Theorem 6.5 and the A-model mutation introduced in [RW] .
7. The case of Gr(3, 6)
When k ≥ 3, the weight vectors we obtain from plabic graphs as in Definition 3.4 could fail to give a complete characterization of the maximal cones of Trop (Gr(k, n) ). This is the case of Gr(3, 6). Indeed, by [SS] , there are 7 isomorphism classes of maximal cones of the tropical variety associated to Gr(3, 6) , labelled by F F GG, EEEE, EEF F 1, EEF F 2, EEF G, EEEG, EEF G.
Only the last 5 of these isomorphism classes correspond to plabic graphs.
On the other hand, we are finding 6 isomorphism classes of initial ideals corresponding to the weight vectors obtained from the 34 plabic graphs of Gr(3, 6). The isomorphism class that is not corresponding to a full-dimensional cone in the tropical variety corresponds to an edge of the form GG.
Here are our findings in more detail. There are 34 reduced plabic graphs, and they give rise to the weight vectors in Table 1 . The first column indicates the frozen variables corresponding to a cluster and determining a plabic graph; the second column gives the corresponding weight vector in the basis indexed by {123, 124, 134, 234, 125, 135, 235, 145, 245, 345, 126, 136, 236, 146, 246, 346, 156, 236, 356, 456}; the third column gives the corresponding isomorphism class of a cone in the tropical Grassmannian as described in [SS, after Lemma 5.3] and, for GG [SS, after Lemma 5 .1]; the fourth column gives the permutation (σ = a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 where σ(i) = a i ) that moves the initial ideal of the weight vector in column 2 to the initial ideal of the corresponding cone in the tropical Grassmannian using the sample vectors given in [SS] . The permutations were obtained using Macaulay 2 [M2] , see [M2c] for the code. The last column refers to the enumeration of cluster seeds from [BCL] , where a combinatorial model for cluster algebras of type D 4 is studied. The 50 seeds are given by centrally symmetric pseudo-triangulations of the once punctured 8-gon. In the paper they analyze symmetries among the cluster seeds and associate each seed to a isomorphism class of maximal cones in Trop(Gr(3, 6) ). Although they consider all 50 cluster seeds, the outcome is similar to ours: they recover only six of the seven types of maximal cones, missing the cone of type EEEE. (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,4,1,1,1,1,1,4 ,4,4,5,5) GG
